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History of Computing
Historically, computers were human operators who used effective methods to make calculations. 

The first computating devices were purely mechanical devices which required the operator to enter 

the values of an arithmetic operation and manipulate the device to obtain the result. Numbers were 

represented in a continuous form through various mechanical means, such as the distance along a scale, 

the rotation of a shaft, or the pulse of an electric voltage. 

The history of computational thinking can be traced long before computer science emerged as a 

unique scientific field. Early Babylonians invented the abacus, a simple counting device in order to keep 

records of their merchandise. It consisted of a counting table, which was a specially marked flat surface 

where small stones could serve as markers. Alternatively, it comprised beads strung on rods that were 

in turn mounted in a rectangular frame. The positions of the sliding beads represented numbers, which 

were actually the stored values. The output could then be read off. 

The abacus can be constructed using various types of hardwoods. Its frame includes a series of 

vertical rods on which a number of wooden beads are allowed to slide. A horizontal rod, the beam, 

separates the frame into two sections, known as the upper deck and the lower deck.

Figure 1.1: The Abacus

The abacus is prepared for use, “zeroed”, by pushing all the beads on the upper and lower decks away 

from the beam. Each bead in the upper deck has a value of 5; each bead in the lower deck has a value 

of 1. Beads are considered counted when they are moved towards the beam. After 5 beads are counted 

in the lower deck, the result is "carried" to the upper deck; after both beads in the upper deck are 
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counted, the result (10) is carried to the left-most adjacent column. The right-most column is the 1s 

column; the next adjacent to the left is the 10s column; the next adjacent to the left is the 100s column, 

and so forth. 

According to the Chinese tradition, proper finger technique is crucial for achieving mastery on the 

abacus. The thumb and the index finger together are mainly involved in manipulating the beads. In the 

lower deck, the thumb is typically used to move the beads up, while the index finger is used to move 

the beads down.

The Antikythera mechanism is considered to be the oldest analog computer. It was designed as a 

hand-powered orrery, used to predict astronomical positions and eclipses. It was discovered in 1901 in 

the Antikythera wreck off the Greek island of Antikythera, between Kythera and Crete. The device was 

operated by turning a small hand crankshaft which was linked via a bevel gear to the principal front 

gear. This turned the date pointer on the front dial, thus setting the correct calendar day.

Figure 1.2: Ancient Orrery

In the mid-17th century, Blaise Pascal, a leading French mathematician, invented a hand-powered 

adding machine which could calculate by using up to eight figures. The Pascaline was designed to add 

and subtract two numbers directly and to perform multiplication and division through repeated addition 

and subtraction. It utilized gears and cogs to transfer the results from one wheel to another. 
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Figure 1.3: The Pascaline 
Source: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Pascaline-CnAM_823-1-IMG_1506-black.jpg

In 1801, Joseph-Marie Jacquard created a special type of weaving machine, which operated on a set of 

cards with holes in them. Instead of using traditional hand-weaving techniques, Jacquard’s Loom could 

produce fabrics with complex and sophisticated patterns more quickly and more efficiently. The loom 

gave birth to the concept of punched cards. A chain 

of punch cards were laced together in a sequence. 

Multiple rows of holes were punched on each card, 

with each complete card corresponding to one row 

of the design. 

Each hole position in the card was attached to 

a hook, which could either be raised or lowered 

depending on whether the hole was punched. The 

hook would subsequently raise or lower a special 

harness (strap) that carried and guided the thread. 

This sequence of raised and lowered threads created 

the pattern. 

Sequences of any length could be built, without 

being limited by the size of a card. The use of 

replaceable cards suggested a change in the input, 

which necessarily affected the implementation 

process. For this reason, Jacquard’s Loom can be 

considered as one of the first programmable devices. 

In 1822, Charles Babbage, an English mathematician and philosopher, started work on the Difference 

Engine, a machine intended to automatically calculate mathematical tables. The project never came 

Figure 1.4: Jacquard’s Loom
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through since the engineers of the time could not manufacture a device that would be accurate enough. 

However, Babbage has been credited as the inventor of the first mechanical computer, which eventually 

led to more complex electronic devices. 

Babbage’s Analytical Engine was intended to use punched cards to input programs to a machine and 

to be powered by steam. Even though the Analytical Engine was never physically built, it actually came 

along with programs written for it. Augusta Ada Byron, the countess of Lovelace, was a mathematician 

and fervent logician who worked with Charles Babbage on the Analytical Engine. She sought to examine 

and reason on methods for computing. In her published analysis of the analytical engine, Lovelace 

outlined the Fundamentals of Computer Programming. She is currently acknowledged as the world’s 

first programmer and had a computer language called ADA named after her by the US Department of 

Defense in honor of her contribution as a programmer. 

Figure 1.5: The Analytical Engine 
Source: https://collection.sciencemuseumgroup.org.uk/objects/co62245

An important beneficiary of Jacquard’s idea was Herman Hollerith, who applied the concept of 

representing information as holes in paper cards to speed up the tabulation process in the 1890 U.S. 

census. The Tabulating Machine used a combination of punched cards and mechanical gears and was 

very successful in reducing the data processing time significantly. 
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During the 1940s, a decade of dramatic events in the world history, 

the first electronic computers were built. The first special-purpose 

computer that encoded information electrically was invented by 

John V. Atanasoff and his assistant Clifford Berry in 1939. The 

Atanasoff-Berry Computer (ABC) used only 300 vacuum tubes and 

was specifically designed to solve a system of linear equations. 

In the 1930s, the U.S. Navy and IBM sponsored a project at 

Harvard University under the direction of Howard Aiken to build a 

huge computer named Mark I. This computer used both electrical 

and mechanical components, storing data and instructions on 

punched cards, thus solving an array of problems. The original 

Mark I weighed five tons and was 50 feet long. 

The first general-purpose, totally electronic computer was 

created by John Mauchly and J. Presper Eckert and was called 

ENIAC (Electronic Numerical Integrator Analyzer and Calculator). It 

was completed in 1946. It used 18,000 vacuum tubes, was 100 feet long by 10 feet high, and weighed 

30 tons. 

Figure 1.7: The Atanasoff – Berry Computer 
Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Atanasoff-Berry_Computer.jpg

Figure 1.6: Hollerith Tabulator Dials 
Source: https://www.census.gov/history/
www/innovations/technology/the_
hollerith_tabulator.html
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In 1951, the Universal Automatic 

Computer (UNIVAC) was delivered by 

Remington Rand Corporation. UNIVAC 

was the fastest computer of the time and 

the first American commercial computer. 

Its calculations were performed by 

using vacuum tubes and reading from 

magnetic tapes.

Vacuum tubes offered a significant 

advantage over mechanical computers. 

They were devices that controlled electric 

current flow in a vacuum between 

electrodes to which electric tension had 

been applied. These devices became a 

significant feature of electronic circuits 

for the first half of the twentieth century. 

They contributed to the development 

of radio, television, radar, sound 

reproduction, analogue and early digital 

computers.

Vacuum tubes proved to be a rather 

fragile component that consumed a 

considerable amount of power. The 

development of the transistor by the 

American Telephone and Telegraph Corporation in 1947 provided a solution. Transistors are semiconductor 

devices used to amplify or switch electronic signals. They are composed of semiconductor material with 

at least three terminals for connection to an external circuit. 

Transistors became ubiquitous in modern electronic devices, since they can be embedded in integrated 

circuits. Most of them are made from silicon. Compared with vacuum tubes, transistors are generally 

smaller, and require less power to operate. The inventors, American physicists John Bardeen, Walter 

Brattain, and William Shockley, shared the 1956 Nobel Prize in Physics for their achievement and their 

contribution in revolutionizing the field of electronics. 

Figure 1.8: Transistors
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Figure 1.9: The Personal Computer (PC)

The emergence of the personal computer, or PC, transformed the computing landscape forever. 

Initially, computers were the preserve of universities, research institutes and tech corporations. The 

invention of the microprocessor, Intel’s 4004 being the first to be commercially available in 1971, 

brought an unexpected change. Non-expert users became able to operate computers themselves, as 

well as develop their own applications.

Today, small hand-held computers have more computing power than the room-size machines of the 

1940s and can exchange information extremely fast via global communication systems. The personal 

computer ushered humanity to the Digital Revolution, where possibilities are endless and the future is 

largely a matter of personal realization and making. 
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Task 1   Review Questions.

1. What was the initial meaning of the word “computer”?

 They were human operators who used effective methods to make calculations.

2.  What did the first computing devices look like?

 They were purely mechanical devices which required the operator to enter the values of an

 arithmetic operation and manipulate the device to obtain the result.

3.  How were numbers represented on mechanical devices? 

 Numbers were represented in a continuous form through various mechanical means, such as the

 distance along a scale, the rotation of a shaft, or the pulse of an electric voltage.

4.  Who allegedly invented the abacus and what was its original use?

 Early Babylonians invented the abacus, a simple counting device in order to keep records.

 of their merchandise.

5.  What did the abacus look like?

 It comprised beads strung on rods that were in turn mounted in a rectangular frame.

6.  How were numbers represented on the abacus?

 By sliding the beads over the rods and reading off their positions as stored values. 

7.  What does “zeroing” the abacus mean?

 It means preparing the abacus for use.

8.  How is the abacus zeroed?

 By pushing all the beads on the upper and lower decks away from the beam.

9.  When are the beads considered counted?

 Beads are considered counted when they are moved towards the beam. 

10.  What is the Antikythera mechanism?

 It is considered to be the oldest analog computer. 
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11.  What was its original use?

 It was designed as a hand-powered orrery, used to predict astronomical positions and eclipses. 

12.  What was the principle of operation of the Antikythera mechanism?

 The device was operated by turning a small hand crankshaft which was linked via a bevel gear to the

 principal front gear. This turned the date pointer on the front dial, thus setting the correct calendar day.

13.  What was the principle of operation of the Pascaline?

 It could calculate by using up to eight figures. It utilized gears and cogs to transfer the results

 from one wheel to another. 

14.  What was the principle of operation of the Pascaline?

 A chain of punch cards were laced together in a sequence. Multiple rows of holes were punched

 on each card, with each complete card corresponding to one row of the design.

15.  Why is Jacquard’s Loom considered as one of the first programmable devices? 

 Sequences of any length could be built, without being limited by the size of a card. The use of r eplaceable

 cards suggested a change in the input, which necessarily affected the implementation process.

16.  What was the intended principle of operation of the Analytical Engine?

 It was intended to use punched cards to input programs to a machine and to be powered by steam. 

17.  What was the major contribution of the Analytical Engine?

 Even though it was never physically built, it came along with programs written for it. Ada Lovelace, 

 working together with Charles Babbage on the Analytical Engine, sought to examine and reason on 

 methods for computing, publishing her work and getting acknowledged as the world’s first programmer.

18.  What was the principle of operation of the Tabulating Machine?

 It used a combination of punched cards and mechanical gears and was very successful in reducing

 the data processing time significantly.

19.  What was the principle of operation of the ABC as the first special-purpose computer?

 It encoded information electrically, using 300 vacuum tubes. It was specifically designed to solve

 a system of linear equations.
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20.  What was the principle of operation of Mark I?

 This computer used both electrical and mechanical components, storing data and instructions on punched

 cards, thus solving an array of problems. The original Mark I weighed five tons and was 50 feet long.

21.  What was the significant advantage that vacuum tubes offered over mechanical computers? 

 They were devices that controlled electric current flow in a vacuum between electrodes to which 

 electric tension had been applied. They became such a prominent feature of electronic circuits for 

 the first half of the twentieth century that they contributed greatly to the development of radio,

 television, radar, sound reproduction, analogue and early digital computers.

22.  Why were vacuum tubes replaced by transistors?

 Transistors are semiconductor devices used to amplify or switch electronic signals. They can be

 embedded in integrated circuits, and they are generally smaller than vacuum tubes, less fragile,

 and requiring less power to operate.

23.  Why was the Personal Computer (PC) a revolutionary technological development?

 Non-expert users became able to operate computers themselves, as well as develop their own applications. 

Task 2   Find the nouns.

install installation

manipulate manipulation

rotate rotation

emit emission

respond response

multiply multiplication

add addition

subtract subtraction

divide division

arrange arrangement
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Task 3   Match the synonyms.

1.  construct a.  omnipresent

2.  vertical b.  observatory

3.  frame c.  increase

4.  adjacent d.  build

5.  orrery e.  launch

6.  mount f.  perpendicular

7.  amplify g.  integrate 

8.  ubiquitous h.  adjoining

9.  propel i.  install

10.  incorporate j.  skeleton

1 d   2 f   3 j   4 h   5 b   6 i   7 c   8 a   9 e  10 g

Task 4    Fill in the gaps in the passage below describing the operation  

of vacuum tubes.

metal  electrons  releases  phenomenon  current
voltage  tube  theoretical  electrodes  removing

The theoretical  principle behind vacuum tubes is a phenomenon  

called thermionic emission, according to which when you heat up a metal  , 

the thermal energy that is produced releases  electrons. A special vacuum tube 

device, called an oscillation valve, consisted of two electrodes  , a cathode and 

an anode, placed on the two ends of a glass tube  . When the cathode is 

heated, it emits electrons  via thermionic emission. Then, by applying a positive 

voltage  to the anode (“plate”), these electrons are attracted to the plate and 

can flow across the gap. By removing  the air from the tube to form a vacuum, the 

electrons can freely flow from the cathode to the anode as a current  .


